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1. The Development of NFT

A : What Is an NFT?

An NFT is a digital asset that represents real-world objects like art, music, in-game items 

and videos. They are bought and sold online, frequently with cryptocurrency, and they are 

generally encoded with the same underlying software as many cryptos.

Although they’ve been around since 2014, NFTs are gaining notoriety now because they are 

becoming an increasingly popular way to buy and sell digital artwork. A staggering $174 

million has been spent on NFTs since November 2017.

NFTs are also generally one of a kind, or at least one of a very limited run, and have unique 

identifying codes. “Essentially, NFTs create digital scarcity,” says Arry Yu, chair of the 

Washington Technology Industry Association Cascadia Blockchain Council and managing 

director of Yellow Umbrella Ventures.

This stands in stark contrast to most digital creations, which are almost always infinite in 

supply. Hypothetically, cutting off the supply should raise the value of a given asset, 

assuming it’s in demand.

But many NFTs, at least in these early days, have been digital creations that already exist in 

some form elsewhere, like iconic video clips from NBA games or securitized versions of 

digital art that’s already floating around on Instagram.

Famous digital artist Mike Winklemann, better known as “Beeple,” crafted a composite of 

5,000 daily drawings to create perhaps the most famous NFT of 2021, “EVERYDAYS: The 

First 5000 Days,” which sold at Christie’s for a record-breaking $69.3 million.

Anyone can view the individual images—or even the entire collage of images online for free. 

So why are people willing to spend millions on something they could easily screenshot or 

download?



Because an NFT allows the buyer to own the original item. Not only that, it contains built-in 

authentication, which serves as proof of ownership. Collectors value those “digital bragging 

rights” almost more than the item itself.

B : How Is an NFT Different from Cryptocurrency?

NFT stands for non-fungible token. It’s generally built using the same kind of programming 

as cryptocurrency, like Bitcoin or Ethereum, but that’s where the similarity ends.

Physical money and cryptocurrencies are “fungible,” meaning they can be traded or 

exchanged for one another. They’re also equal in value—one dollar is always worth another 

dollar; one Bitcoin is always equal to another Bitcoin. Crypto’s fungibility makes it a trusted 

means of conducting transactions on the blockchain.

NFTs are different. Each has a digital signature that makes it impossible for NFTs to be 

exchanged for or equal to one another (hence, non-fungible). One NBA Top Shot clip, for 

example, is not equal to EVERYDAYS simply because they’re both NFTs. (One NBA Top Shot 

clip isn’t even necessarily equal to another NBA Top Shot clip, for that matter.)

C : How Does an NFT Work?

NFTs exist on a blockchain, which is a distributed public ledger that records transactions. 

You’re probably most familiar with blockchain as the underlying process that makes 

cryptocurrencies possible.

Specifically, NFTs are typically held on the Ethereum blockchain, although other blockchains 

support them as well.

An NFT is created, or “minted” from digital objects that represent both tangible and 

intangible items, including:



◆ Grafic art

◆ GIFs

◆ Videos and sports highlights

◆ Collectibles

◆ Virtual avatars and video game skins

◆ Designer sneakers

◆ Music

Even tweets count. Twitter co-founder Jack Dorsey sold his first ever tweet as an NFT for 

more than $2.9 million.

Essentially, NFTs are like physical collector’s items, only digital. So instead of getting an 

actual oil painting to hang on the wall, the buyer gets a digital file instead.

They also get exclusive ownership rights. NFTs can have only one owner at a time, and their 

use of blockchain technology makes it easy to verify ownership and transfer tokens 

between owners. The creator can also store specific information in an NFT’s metadata. For 

instance, artists can sign their artwork by including their signature in the file.

D : What Are NFTs Used For?

Blockchain technology and NFTs afford artists and content creators a unique opportunity to 

monetize their wares. For example, artists no longer have to rely on galleries or auction 

houses to sell their art. Instead, the artist can sell it directly to the consumer as an NFT, 

which also lets them keep more of the profits. In addition, artists can program in royalties 

so they’ll receive a percentage of sales whenever their art is sold to a new owner. This is an 

attractive feature as artists generally do not receive future proceeds after their art is first 

sold.



Art isn’t the only way to make money with NFTs. Brands like Charmin and Taco Bell have 

auctioned off themed NFT art to raise funds for charity. Charmin dubbed its offering “NFTP” 

(non-fungible toilet paper), and Taco Bell’s NFT art sold out in minutes, with the highest 

bids coming in at 1.5 wrapped ether (WETH)—equal to $3,723.83 at time of writing.

Nyan Cat, a 2011-era GIF of a cat with a pop-tart body, sold for nearly $600,000 in February. 

And NBA Top Shot generated more than $500 million in sales as of late March. A single 

LeBron James highlight NFT fetched more than $200,000.

Even celebrities like Snoop Dogg and Lindsay Lohan are jumping on the NFT bandwagon, 

releasing unique memories, artwork and moments as securitized NFTs.



E : Value of NFT

- NFT revolutionized the traditional fine art trading models

Digital art generally refers to artistic work created using digital technology. Unlike 

traditional artwork, digital art is more flexible when it comes to the form of expression. 

The original carrier of digital art is data. As the carrier of digital art, data can be easily 

replicated and spread but lacks asset property. This leads to the biggest difference between 

digital art and traditional art business models: when it comes to traditional fine art, one 

can trade the actual artwork, whereas it is difficult to trade the physical digital artwork. 

The way in which digital artworks are distributed also leads to copyright issues, as the 

copyright information is easily lost in the process of dissemination. Sometimes users and art 

lovers can't find the proper way to pay for artwork when they want to. Moreover, digital 

artworks are circulated internationally. It may be difficult for traditional institutions to 

provide a marketplace for such trading. NFT can serve as a transactional ‘entity' for digital 

art by mapping the file of a certain digital artwork, making it a perfect digital art carrier. In 

today's market, we are seeing NFT being combined with digital art, creating a new business 

model where NFT is traded as the digital artwork itself. In such trading, NFT is not only 

traded as copyright or ownership, but also serves as a unique link between the artist and 

the collector. NFT is what the artist acknowledges to be the essence of his work. In the past, 

an artist was only paid once when his work was sold by him for the first time. When his 

work changed hands again and was sold for an exorbitant price, the artist couldn't benefit 

from it. NFT has changed the situation by offering digital artists the special right to profit 

from their work when it is sold for the second time.

- Innovative circulation, collecting, use and flexibility

NFT has scarcity and asset property. NFT becomes a digital collectible as it maps the data. 

As with traditional collectibles, people collect for passion, social needs, cultural identity 

and investment purposes. Collectors are often able to reach a consensus within the same 

culture circle and are willing to pay a lot more than what non-collectors can imagine for a 

rare collectible. This phenomenon is no news in many culture industries (e.g. fan economy 

and audiophiles), and the NFT crypto- collectibles market is no exception. Thanks to 

blockchain's open data and token's programmable asset nature, NFT collectibles enjoy a 

well-established, transparent, reliable and cost-effective secondary market. 



The market allows users to trade and transfer NFT collectibles conveniently and auction 

their collectibles at a fraction of the cost. NFT collectibles have an advantage over 

traditional collectibles in trading and circulation, which can help to keep the market active.

Some NFT collectibles are sold in mystery boxes, which stimulates circulation and increases 

their prices. Having been proven by the market to be an effective way to promote desire 

and purchases from the users, this business model can greatly stimulate market circulation. 

For example, with the NBA Top Shot Packs, users have the chance to get a rare collectible 

worth tens of thousands of dollars, which attracted many people. The biggest difference 

from traditional collectibles is that some NFT collectibles are multi-purpose. Firstly, in the 

context of games, an NFT is more than just a collectible. It can be used in the game and 

has value in the virtual world. Secondly, as blockchain data is transparent and reliable, 

different applications can work together to showcase NFT collectibles. For example, in the 

Cryptovoxels virtual world, users can showcase NFT artwork they own.

- Achieving artwork traceability

In the traditional collectible market, there is often a concern that when one purchases an 

artwork, the item may be deemed to be fake by an authenticator and lose its value. In the 

real world, people's judgments are easily influenced by others. The cost of authentication is 

extremely low. Sometimes the price of an item can change drastically because of a 

comment by a celebrity. NFT, however, is different. Once the NFT is registered on the 

blockchain and the public offering is completed, all data can be verified publicly and 

independently. When the data can't be tampered, its authenticity can't be challenged, 

either. Its authenticity only grows stronger with time. This also ensures the artwork 

intellectual property is protected efficiently. Compared to traditional IP protection, a 

major improvement made by NFT is automation. Using smart contracts, NFTs empower 

artists by allowing them to distribute royalties and protect their intellectual property. In 

other words, in the world of blockchain, NFT protects the artists' copyright, which further 

increases the value of NFT artworks. As NFTs are unique and transferable, one can use them 

to prove his/her ownership in case of forgery or infringement. A 'marked' NFT is unique and

therefore all the more valuable.



- Building a new incremental art market

As of this March, 2021, the cumulative trading volume of NFT artworks reached $546 million 

with the total transaction count exceeding 190k. The NFT industry continued to thrive in Q1 

2021, with significant growth in the number of transactions, transaction volume, number of 

active wallets and number of traders compared to Q4 2020, including a 2,053% increase in 

transaction volume and a 129% increase in the number of traders. At the same time, like 

DeFi, NFT has the potential to be Lego bricks, being able to combine with others in the 

ecosystem. In the world of blockchain, NFT can be combined with many elements, including 

lending and gaming. If we can tap into NFT's economic value, we can ensure its constant 

liquidity. In the real world, NFT can be combined with some physical assets, such as 

property, securities, insurance, etc. Not only that, NFT is also becoming more and more 

accessible, as a painting, graffiti or a toy can be an NFT. If these assets can be successfully 

“NFT-ed", the market expansion to come will be extraordinary.

F : NFT today

- Policy : Blockchain technology is becoming a new high ground in global 

competition

President Xi Jinping noted at the 18th Collective Study of the Chinese Political Bureau that 

blockchain should be an important breakthrough for independent innovation of core 

technologies and urged to accelerate the development of blockchain technology and 

industrial innovation. Although the majority of sovereigns across the world are cautious 

about cryptocurrencies, most of them still support the application of blockchain technology. 

Blockchain technology is becoming a new high ground in global competition as AI, the 

Internet of Things and cloud computing once was.

- Economy : Significant year-on-year increase in the number of traders and 

trading volume

In Q1 2021, there were more than 140,000 active wallets and more than 70,000 buyers on 

the NFT marketplace, with 131 times more transactions than Q1 2020 and 20 times more 

than Q4 2020. Growth has been rapid across the sector and community activity also 

increased significantly



With countless application and technology possibilities, NFT could become more and more 

attractive as we move forward in the digital era. According to Non Fungible.com, NFT's 

total market capitalization reached $210 million in 2019 and was expected to grow by 50% 

to $320 million in 2020. The number was also expected to continue to climb by 125% to 

$710 million in 2021.

2017-2021 NFT Total Market Capitalization and Forecast (in US$)

NFT Market

Composition, Q1 2021

- Technology : NFT is being used in many areas in real life

The blockchain-based NFT was created to give digital assets a unique marker. NFT also 

provides a cross-border clearing and settlement platform, enabling nonfungible

digital assets to be mapped onto the chain for exchanging.

NFT is valuable because it's authentic, transferable and provides ownership. Statistics show 

that, in the global NFT market, the top 3 NFT applications are

collection, arts and sports. They accounted for 48%, 43% and 4% of the global NFT

market in Q1 2021, with respective market size of $960 million, $860 million and

$0.8 billion.



2. About FAMOUSBLOCK

A : What is FAMOUSBLOCK?

Entertainment materials (image or video files) that attract people's attention, such as hits 

or fads around the world  The purpose is to purchase or sell through bidding using the "FOB 

token" on the trading platform "FamousPletform" (alias) issued as "NFT" (non-functional 

token) and scheduled to be operated by the "FOB" Foundation.

FamousPletform (tentative name), an NFT platform of the FOB Foundation, is designed to 

allow mutual calls such as metamasks or opensea exchanges through ETH, and NFT can be 

issued through FOB.

The issued NFT can be traded through an auction at FamousPletform (tentative name).

In addition, FOB's exchange price will jump on the rise rather than fall due to the 

combination of FOB's purchase and consumption in FamousPletform (tentative name), and 

it will operate as a system that can benefit consumers.



B : Token information and Budget distribution

- Building a new incremental art market

▶ NAME : Famousblock

▶ Symbol : FOB

▶ Platform (ERC-20)

▶ Total issued volume : 1,500,000,000 FOB

- Budget dostribution

▶ Development (40%)

The Famousblock team is scheduled to use the funds raised for the platform development 

and maintenance, production, development team and design team's labor costs.

▶ Platform Operating Costs (30%)

The success or failure of the platform is not only accomplished by successful platform 

development but also by the best platform operation. 

▶ Marketing expenses (20%)

To promote Famousblock globally, it will be used for public relations, marketing and partner 

foundations and partnership activities with the company.

▶ Administrative expenses (10%)

To run the Famousblock Foundation ethically requires compliance with laws, obligation to 

pay taxes, and transparent disclosure of the company's management situation. Famousblock

will then use the legal, tax and accounting services as administrative expenses.



3. Roadmap



4. DISCLAIMERS

By accessing the information set forth in this document orany part here of, you represent and

warrant to FAMOUSBLOCK that you unconditionally and irrevocably accept and agree with the

following

No Viewing in a Restricted Territory

It may not be lawful for individuals or certain categories of individuals in certain

jurisdictions to view this document. Individuals who wish to view this document must first

confirm they are not subject to any laws or regulations that prohibits or restricts them

from viewing this document.

In particular, unless permitted by any applicable laws and regulations, any offering of the

tokens mentioned in this document (the "Tokens"] should not be made, nor any documents

should be sent, directly or indirectly, in or into, countries where participating in the sale of

the Tokens are prohibited. For avoidance of doubt, it is not intended that any offering of the

Tokens is being made in the People’s Republic of China or the United States. FAMOUSBLOCK

shall not be responsible to individuals who access this document from any jurisdiction, the

laws or regulations of which prohibit or restrict such access.

Information Only

All information is provided without any warranties of any kind and FAMOUSBLOCK, its

employees, officers and/or advisors make no representations and disclaim all express and

implied warranties and conditions of any kind and each of FAMOUSBLOCK, its employees,

officers and/or professional advisors assume no responsibility or liability to you or any third

party for the consequence of reliance on such information, errors or omissions in such

information or any action resulting therefrom.

The information contained in this document may contain statements that are deemed to be

"forward-looking statements", which are prospective in nature and are not statements of

historic facts. Some of these statements can be identified by forward-looking terms such as

“aim", "target", “anticipate”, “believe", "could”, "estimate", “expect", "if", "intend", "may",

"plan", "possible", “probable", "project", "should", "would", "will" or other similar terms.

However, these terms are not exhaustive. Forward-looking statements inherently contain

risks and uncertainties as they relate to events or circumstances in the future.

Therefore, any information, opinions and forward—looking statements, including

estimates and projections, in this document in respect of the anticipated roadmaps,

development and projected terms and performance of the relevant entities, are subject to

update, expansion, revision, independent verification andamendment.



FAMOUSBLOCK is not making any representation or warranty or undertaking, including those

in relation to the truth, accuracy and completeness of any of the information set out in this

document. FAMOUSBLOCK also expressly disclaims any obligation or undertaking to update

or amend any forward-looking statements except to the extent required by law and no ne

of FAMOUSBLOCK, its employees, officers and professional advisors makes any assurance,

representation or guarantee that any event referred to in such forward—looking statement

will actually occur. Whilst FAMOUSBLOCK intends to fulfil all of the objectives set out in this

document, in case of any unforeseen events or circumstances, FAMOUSBLOCK may not be

able to achieve certain of such objectives and FAMOUSBLOCK is under no obligation to notify

or inform thereof to you.

No Offer

This document is for information purposes only and does not constitute or form, and not

intended to be, an offer or solicitation of an offer to buy or sell, subscribe for, underwrite or

purchase any form of investment or securities or other financial instruments, nor shall it or any

part of it form the basis of, or be relied upon, in any way in connection with any contract or

investment decision relating to the same.

No Advice

None of the contents in this document constitutes any legal, financial, tax or other advice.

Youmust conduct your own due diligence and ensure you complywith allapplicable laws

regarding virtual asset, tax, securities and other regulations in your jurisdiction.

We encourage you to consult your own professional advisors independently.

No Agreement

This document shall not be relied on to enter into any contract or to form basis of any

investment decision. Any agreement(s] between FAMOUSBLOCK and you are to be governed

by a separate document (“Sale Document”]. In the event of any inconsistency between this

document and the Sale Document, the Sale Document shall prevail.

Advertisement and Distribution

This document is for general information purpose only and is not an advertisement, nor is it

intended to be used to call for an offer on behalf of FAMOUSBLOCK. Distribution of this document

may be restricted or prohibited by law or regulatory authority in your jurisdiction. Recipients

should inform themselves of and comply with all such restrictions or prohibitions and

FAMOUSBLOCK does not accept any liability to any person in relation thereto.



Regulatory Risks

No regulatory or governmental authority of any jurisdiction has examined or approved this 

document. Regulatory regimes affecting blockchain applications and virtual assets have not

been introduced, developed or implemented in many jurisdictions globally. Where any

regulatory or governmental authority newly introduces laws, regulations and/or rules intended 

to regulate block chain applications and/or virtual assets or changes any such laws,

regulations or rules in existence, it may have a material adverse effect and/or impair the

ability of any relevant entity referred to in the document to function or operate as intended, 

or at all.

Other Disclaimers

Despite our best efforts, FAMOUSBLOCK may not be able to execute or implement its goals,

business strategies and plans. Although the roadmap was drawn up based on the current

technical infrastructure and know— how that can be accomplished in the near future, there

may be multiple business and technical barriers preventing their implementation in practice.

This document is private and contains information about FAMOUSBLOCK, but it does not

represent the entire content of FAMOUSBLOCK. The content of this document is subject to

change in accordance with changes in the relevant laws and regulations, business situation

and industry outlook, as well as the judgement of our management team. There may be

changes in political, social, economic and securities orvirtual asset market conditions and/or

that there is no or little acceptance/adoption of the relevant blockchain system and/or

Tokens, such that the relevant blockchain system and/or the Tokens become no longer

commercially viable.

To the fullest extent possible, FAMOUSBLOCK shall not be liable for any responsibility,

liability, claims, demands and/or damages (actual and consequential] of every kind and

nature, known and unknown (including, but not limited to, claims of negligence], arising out

of or related to any acceptance or reliance on the information set forth in this document by

you.

Where references have been made to third-party websites or sources of information, we

may not have sought further verification as to the accuracy, completeness, or timeliness of

the information referred to therein, and no warranties whatsoever are made as to the

same.


